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GENERAL INFORMATION
Introduction – In celebration of the Middle Tennessee Council’s 100th Anniversary, MTC is
hosting 3 area Camporees spread out geographically throughout the Council. Welcome
to the Boxwell Reservation for the Viking Warrior Challenge. Don Ingram and his
leadership team is supported from five surrounding districts; Cherokee, Hermitage,
Warioto, Upper Cumberland, and Walton Trail.
MESSAGE FROM THE CAMPOREE CHAIRMAN
I would like to welcome everyone to the 2020 One Hundred Years of Volunteers
of Scouting in the Middle Tennessee Council. Volunteers from across your Council are
coming together at Boxwell Scout Reservation to enjoy, The Viking Warrior Challenge,
and to enjoy a weekend of Scouting fun with our boys and girls. We have planned
many games and patrol competitions and days of fellowship. This was our goal.
We also have plans for some Scoutmaster events. One thing I have learned in my
35 years of Scouting, scouts remember, whether they are 17 or 30 when asked at the
Eagle Review Board, is the fun he or she had at a Camporee or Jamboree. We have
made this fun and as educational. Over 40 Scout Leaders and Volunteers have come
together over the past year to prepare this event, and may I say Thank You.
Don Ingram
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Important Information
When:

May 1‐ 3, 2020

Where:

Camp Light & Camp Craig; Boxwell Reservation

Cost:

$20 for each Scouts BSA, Sea Scouts, Venture Crew youth, Adult Leaders, Parents and
Camporee Staff for Early Bird Registration. $30 after April 3, 2020.

Who:

Scouts BSA, Sea Scouts, Venturing Scouts, and Registered Leaders & Parents. No Cub
Scouts or Siblings.

Register by:

Early Bird Deadline April 3, 2020. Registration Closes April 29th @ Noon

Health Forms: Everyone that attends the camporee must have Parts A and B of the Annual BSA
Health and Medical Form. All injuries must be reported to the First Aid Station at
Camporee Headquarters.
http://www.scouting.org/scoutsource/healthandsafety/ahmr.aspx.

Registration & Costs
Registration information is available now on the Council’s website (www.mtcbsa.org)
Introduction to Leave No Trace
Leave No Trace is a comprehensive approach to living and behaving in the outdoors, which
encompasses not just camping, but also hiking, backpacking, and even just going to the
park for an afternoon. The Camporee will follow the seven principles of the Leave No Trace
code. These principles are:








Plan Ahead and Prepare
Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces
Dispose of Waste Properly
Leave What You Find
Minimize Campfire Impacts
Respect Wildlife
Be Considerate of Other Visitors
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Apply these principles as you enjoy your weekend at the Boxwell Reservation – pack out
what you carry in, stay on trails, use your burn barrels or those supplied, and respect
others around you in the park and in camp. The Camporee will collect recyclable materials
in lieu of making them trash in order to promote sustainability. We will collect plastic,
aluminum, metal can, and glass.
Further information on Leave No Trace can be found in the Scout Handbook, at the BSA
website (www.scouting.org), and at the Leave No Trace website (www.LNT.org).
The Outdoor Code
As an American, I will do my best to –
Be clean in my outdoor manners.
Be careful with fire.
Be considerate in the outdoors.
Be conservation minded.
Arrival & Check‐in
Scouting units may arrive between 3:00 PM and 9:45 PM on Friday, May 1st. Units must
check in with Camporee HQ to complete registration and receive campsite assignments.
Campsites will be pre-assigned by the staff based on pre-registration numbers.
As you come onto the Boxwell Reservation and Camp Light, you will be met near the
entrance by members of the Camp staff (Red Baseball Hats). They will direct you and
provide you with parking slips to place on your vehicles’ dashboards. After driving into the
camping area, have your SM or other designated leader check-in at the registration table at
Camp HQ. Please wait until your unit has received its check-in packet before proceeding to
your campsite.
After check-in, you will be allowed to drive one or two vehicles to the drop off point to
unload equipment. Units will be able to stage a Troop trailer in the camping site. All
vehicles must be parked in the parking lots as soon as equipment is unloaded. Units must
set their camps up within their assigned area.
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Check-in will include verifying the following information:
o Final Registration Payments Made –Before coming to the camporee, please make
your Camporee payments at the Council Service Center’s doubleknot online
registration.
o Medical Forms for Each Youth & Adult – Part A & B medical forms must be
brought to Camporee and be available for inspection at check-in, but they are to be
kept in the leaders’ care in case of emergency. If medically necessary, the camp staff
may also request forms from the unit leader. No copies are required.
o Completed Unit Roster – The roster will help us account for youth and adults alike
in case of an emergency.

Parking
Parking will be allowed in designated areas only. You may drive to your campsite for
unloading and loading unit gear only. You must then move your vehicle to the designated
parking area. This is a modified tailgate campout so please pack accordingly. Roads must
remain open at all times to allow access by emergency vehicles. A troop trailer can be
parked in the campsites. All other vehicles must display a parking pass on their dashboard
that will be issued upon arrival at Camporee.
No RV’s (motorhomes, camping trailers, or campers) are allowed. Please carpool to
conserve parking.
Each unit may be requested to provide one or two volunteers to support parking/facilities
for a 2 – 3 hour shift on Friday evening. “Many hands make for light work.” If more folks
step up, we can have shorter shifts.
The Camporee Director will coordinate initial assignments for all volunteers. The Camp
Director’s contact information can be found in the Camporee Management section.
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Campsites
Campsites will be pre-assigned by the staff based on unit’s pre-registration numbers. Be
sure to keep your site well organized and clean. Remember that other units will be
camping next to or near your site, so please be sure to respect their space and please keep
in mind the designated quiet hours. Scouts BSA units may camp together if the units are
linked by the same Charter Organization. Unit campsites should be maintained in good
taste and in accordance with BSA guidelines. Individual units are responsible for all of
their camping equipment and supplies. Generators will not be allowed in campsites. Each
campsite should display the US and Unit Flags but is not mandatory.

Check‐out & Departure
Check-out time is after Sunday morning Scouts Own Service; however, no later than
12:00pm. Units should do a garbage sweep before they are ready for their final campsite
inspection; remember to leave your site cleaner than you found it. A Camporee Staff
member must inspect all campsites before the site can be vacated. The Camporee
evaluation form must be turned in before a Staff member will inspect your campsite.
Check-out will include the following procedures:
o Final Campsite Inspection – Send your SM or other designated Leader to Camp HQ
with completed Camporee evaluation form. A Camporee staff member will be sent
to your campsite for a final inspection. Your unit must wait at your campsite until
after the staff member has ensured that all of your gear is packed up and the
campsite has been patrolled for trash.
o Evaluation Forms – Both the youth and adult leader Camporee forms must be filled
out, completed, and ready to be turned in during check-out. By providing your
feedback, you ensure that Camporee can be improved upon.
Unscheduled Arrivals & Departures
Anyone arriving at or departing from Camporee, at any time during the course of the
weekend, must sign in and out at Camp HQ. We need to be aware of any changes in
attendance for all adults and youth at Camporee in the event of an emergency.
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Mandatory Leader Meeting Friday Night
After check-in, each unit will be expected to set up their campsite. At 10:00 PM there will be
a mandatory leader meeting for SM and their designated Assistant Leaders at the Camp HQ.
At this time, units will receive pertinent information for the weekend’s events. Special
bulletins regarding changes to the program or schedule will be provided if need be. Staff
will answer any and all questions and resolve any issues. If additional staffing assistance is
required, units may be asked to volunteer.
Scheduling Note
All competition events are held on Saturday, concluding with a Campfire. Check-out will be
Sunday morning following interfaith services at the Flag Parade Grounds (weather
dependent). All units are requested to attend Interfaith Services but it is not mandatory.
No units may depart until after their campsite has been inspected and cleared to leave. If a
unit needs to leave prior to Sunday morning, they will need to have their campsite ready
for inspection immediately following dinner and have their Camporee evaluation forms
complete as well.
Camporee Evaluations
Each unit is asked to turn in a completed evaluation form upon check-out on Sunday, prior
to departure. These evaluations are essential for us to create an ever improving event. If
you feel some major changes need to be made to Camporee or if you want to praise a
specific staff member, please include it in your evaluation. See Page
Cracker Barrel
Cracker Barrel will be provided on Friday night for all SM and their Adult Leaders, SPL’s,
and OA members in the Camp HQ following the Mandatory Leaders Meeting Friday Night.
Saturday night’s Cracker Barrel will follow the Campfire.
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Camporee Staff
The Multi-District Camporee staff (Red Baseball Hats) are volunteers from throughout the
Council. They have donated a great deal of time and effort to make this a successful event.
They are ready to answer any questions and are interested in suggestions for ways to
improve Camporee. Additionally, the volunteer staff will make every attempt to be fair and
reasonable in all activities.
Our goal is to make it as much fun as possible for all participants. Your consideration and
cooperation is appreciated when it becomes necessary for a staff member to take action or
make a command decision.
Camporee Patches
Each registered Scout and Adult Leader will receive a 100th Anniversary Viking Warrior
Challenge Patch at the end of the weekend. Additional patches may be available while
supplies last for $3.00 at the Trading Post.
Campsite Location & Sizes
Each unit will have a designated area staked out and marked. Please remember
neighboring units when setting up your sites. Be neighborly, and use only the space you
need. If there are space conflicts that cannot be amicable resolved, contact members of the
Camporee Director through HQ. Campsite sizes will be determined by the amount of
participants pre-registered.
Camporee HQ
Camporee Headquarters (HQ) will be located in adjacent to the Registration Area. See Map.
HQ will be staffed with Hours Posted on the HQ entry way. Emergency Contact Numbers
will be posted during off hours. If you need to contact a member of the staff, go to the Camp
HQ for assistance.
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Changes & Event Cancellation Policy
The Camporee Director & their Staff are the only individuals authorized to change or cancel
a scheduled activity. Any necessary changes will be made at the earliest possible time and
posted in writing at the Camp HQ. If you have a question about the program, please feel
free to come to HQ at any time or ask a staff member. In the unlikely event Camporee must
be cancelled ahead of time, an email notification will go out to all persons who made an
online reservation as well as to the SM general distribution list. A notification will go out
approximately noon on Friday, May 1st. If the event is cancelled, refunds will be given.
Otherwise, individual cancellations will be handle on a case by case basis with a physician’s
note. Contact the MTC scout office.
Lost & Found
Items found are to be turned in at Camp HQ. Lost items may be claimed at HQ. Items not
claimed by the conclusion of Camporee will be sent to the Nashville Scout Office. (Hint:
Label your belongings!)
Uniforms & Dress Code
Full Scout uniforms (Class A) are to be worn at campfire, and chapel. Activity uniforms
(Class B) consisting of unit t-shirt or other appropriate attire may be worn at all other
times.
Tents
Remember low impact camping techniques. Tent ditching or trenching is not allowed.
Flags
Troop Flags are to remain as part of your campsite entrance.
Special Accommodations
Arrangement for individuals with special needs must be made with the Camporee Director
prior to arrival. No electricity will be available at the camporee.
Trading Post
An assortment of 100th Anniversary apparel, neckerchief, Council Strips, hats plus drinks
and snacks may be purchased during the Trading Post’s posted hours. Hours will be posted
daily at the Trading Post.
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Camporee Staff Management
Principal Camporee Staff members are listed below. You can reach them during evening
hours. Email addresses may be provided upon request. Please remember, when contacting
these individuals, that they are all volunteers just like you.

Camporee Staff
For questions, please contact the appropriate staff member. These individuals can be contacted at the
camporee headquarters.
Spring Camporee – Viking Warrior Challenge
Camporee Director –
Program ChairMedical Personnel
Camporee Logistics –
Event Chair Assistant
Quartermaster Staff
Registration
Security
Camporee 100th Anniversary Chair
Camporee MTC Staff Advisor

Don Ingram
Steve Lindsey
Mike Hackney
Jim Pippin
Craig Parks
Beth Pendergrass
Chrystal Hammond
Mike Van Dyke
Bob Van Cleave
Jason Flannery

(615) 957-5253
(615) 838-0323
(615) 226-1429
(615) 390-0499
(615) 478-7933
(615) 289-3227
(731) 607-9026
(615) 417-0326
(615) 294-0865

Order of the Arrow
Call outs will be conducted at the Saturday night campfire.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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HEALTH & SAFETY
Emergency Information
In the event of any emergency that endangers the camp, we will blow 3 blasts on an air
horn. Upon hearing this warning sound, drop everything immediately and gather your unit
at the Flag Pole area. Take a head count and ensure no one is missing. Just as with any
emergency, please maintain a walking speed and keep a cool head. If you hear the
emergency signal of three blasts, you need to assume it is a real emergency. Lightning event
within the Camporee grounds will also sound a warning sound of 3 blasts.
First Aid
Report any acute medical conditions to the staff upon arrival. Those persons with diabetes
or allergies must provide their own emergency kits, and be prepared with proper
medication. Units need to provide their own first aid and supplies. Be prepared.

Medical Forms & Medications
Every scout and adult attending Camporee must be covered by Parts A & B of the BSA
medical form. Unit leaders must bring copies of the unit medical forms to Camp.
Medications MUST be kept with unit leadership in a safe location. Also, any medications
requiring refrigeration (i.e. insulin) must be stored with the unit. It is preferred that units
keep their medical forms in an organized binder. Unit leaders will bring the medical forms
to the first aid tent in the event of an emergency.
The Guide to Safe Scouting requires all participants must complete Part A and Part B of the
medical form. All participants include parents, youth, staff and unit leaders. Part C is only
for activities lasting longer than 72 hours.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Activity Consent Form
Every youth under 21 years of age must have Part A: Informed Consent, Release Agreement
and Authorization of the Medical Form signed by parents/ guardians, giving permission to
participate at the event and for any medical treatments, hospitalization, etc.

Scout Insurance
Scout units should keep in mind that only those registered scouts and adult leaders are
covered by the BSA insurance policy. The role of the Scout leader is to provide a safe and
quality program for the scouts. Any non registered parents in attendance are the
responsible for themselves.

Weather & Lightning
Remember the Scout Motto: Be Prepared. Both scouts and adults should pack and prepare
to come and participate at Camporee, rain or shine. The weather at this time of year can be
unpredictable, so BE PREPARED! Bring tents, ponchos, pack covers, dining flies, ground
cloths, and necessary clothing to be comfortable because of rain, since all units are
expected to have trained members in inclement weather camping procedures. Refer to
Emergency Information on Page 13 for Lightning.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Safety
Safety of all Scouts and parents is the first objective of this Camporee. All Scouts are
expected to stop and refrain from unsafe activities and horseplay. Violence will result in
being asked to leave the event. The following rules are to be strictly observed:
 Scout Leaders are expected to provide all supervision of the scouts in their unit.
 The Buddy System is required at all times.
 While the activity sessions are in progress, no Scouts will be allowed in the campsite
areas unless for medical reasons. Scouts found in the campsites without proper
adult supervision will be asked to be closely supervised by the leader(s) for their
remaining time at Camporee.
 No liquid fuel lanterns will be allowed outside the campsite. Scouts should carry a
flashlight rather than a Coleman (or like) lantern.
 NO flames inside tents!
 Campfires must be raised at least 6 inches off the ground.
If you are unsure of specific policies and guidelines for safety in Scouting, please
refer to the Guide to Safe Scouting and the Sweet Sixteen of BSA Safety. These guides
can be found at www.scouting.org
Discipline & Use of Electronics
Leaders will be responsible for the supervision of their units at all times, and will be
accountable for their behavior. Adult leaders, who are not helping in the events or
watching unit sites, should observe from a distance when watching their youth
participating in the events; coaching and guiding is not allowed during competitions.
Scouts should leave all cell-phones, radios, televisions, portable game devices, iPods, iPads,
and like electronics at home. Electronic or GPS devices, even if incorporated into watches,
cell phones, iPods, or any other such electronics is not permitted on the competition field,
or at the Adult competitions. If a youth requires an electronic device for health reasons, it
needs to be approved by the Camp staff beforehand, in advance of being at any competitive
event. Loss or damage of property is the sole responsibility of the person who brought it.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Quiet Hours
All activities will be subject to quiet hours and lights out from 11:00 PM until 6:00 AM each
day. Leaders in each unit are responsible for enforcing these hours. A Scout is Courteous.
After taps, every Scout is expected to be in his tent and quiet at that time. If you must move
about in your own area after taps, do so quietly so that others are not disturbed. Roaming
about the campgrounds or other campsites will not be tolerated.
Respecting Other Units’ Campsites
Everyone should respect other units’ campsites. Please do not cross through another unit’s
site. Go around, instead. While we encourage Scouts to visit other units, please announce
your arrival with a loud “hello” instead of just walking straight into a site. Show others the
level of courtesy that you would like to be shown.
Sanitation & Bathrooms
Please respect the gender designation of the facilities. Please respect them and keep them
clean. Do not place trash or soft drink cans in the toilets. All units share in the
responsibility of keeping the facilities clean and in working order. Please inform the Camp
staff of any problems immediately, so we can correct it before it becomes a major problem
for all. It is a good idea to bring a few rolls of toilet paper with your unit and have campers
take one with them to the toilets, just in case. Note that there will not be dishwashing
facilities available at the Camporee. No Showers are available.

Cooking
Liquid fuel and propane stoves may be used in accordance with the BSA policy. Propane is
the preferred fuel. SM are to follow BSA liquid fuel storage and stove lighting policies. It is
up to the individual units to bring their own cooking stoves, pots and pans, dutch ovens,
utensils, cleaning or other cooking equipment. All units will cook in their own campsite. It
is strongly suggested that time constraints of the Camporee schedule should be kept in
mind when planning meals. Time for cooking and cleaning must be at a minimum for the
sake of the number of activities that are taking place. It is recommended that a quick, nocook lunch be chosen for Saturday.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Fires
Campfires will be allowed in camp, provided there is at least 6 inches of clearance between
the bottom of the fire pan and the ground. Camporee staff will have 55 gallon barrel fire
pits available. 5 gallon bucket of water is to be adjacent to the fire and fires are not to be
left unattended. Units are instructed NOT to bring firewood from their homes. Do NOT cut
any live trees, plants, etc.. All traces of your fire must be removed according to Leave
No Trace standards, including removal of ashes and charcoal. The Camporee will have
an ashes and charcoal general collection container adjacent to the recycling area.
There will also be a camp-wide campfire on Saturday night. Cooking or lighting with open
flames of any kind is not allowed in any tent. Electric battery lanterns and flashlights are
recommended.
Water
Drinking water will be available in a water buffalo. Containers will be needed to carry
water to the campsites. No dish washing, bathing, or hand washing will be allowed at
these faucets. Please do not waste water. Each Scout should come to Camporee with a
water bottle and carry it during the Saturday activity sessions.

Grey Water
Grey water should be dispose of appropriately at the designated grey water disposal
station. Please remember the only biodegradable soap is permitted. A grey water disposal
location will be designated upon your arrival & at the leader’s meeting.
Trash
Pack it in – pack it out! Please bring sealable garbage bags for disposal of your trash and
garbage. Everyone must haul out their own trash and garbage on Sunday; however, the
Camp Staff will collect the following recyclable items; plastic bottles, aluminum cans, glass
bottles, and metal cans in lieu of making them trash.
Please leave the area cleaner than you found it.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Knives & Axes
Sheath knives and knives with blades longer than 3.5 inches are not allowed at Camporee.
Blades under 3.5 inches need to have a locking mechanism or a fixed blade. No
switchblades or butterfly or mechanical knives. If any are found, they will be held for the
remainder of Camporee by a member of the staff. Axes may be used by adults, only if an
axe yard is set up and properly marked off by the unit.

Alcohol, Drugs, & Profanity
The Camporee Staff fully supports the policy of the Boy Scouts of America concerning the
use of alcoholic beverages, drugs, or other mind-altering substances. It is, therefore, the
policy of the Camporee Staff that there shall be NO alcoholic beverages (except those used
for religious sacrament), drugs, or other controlled substances (including smoking) present
at or consumed during Camporee. Failure to comply with this policy will result in the
individuals and their unit being asked to leave Camp. Likewise, profane language or
gestures by youth or adults will not be tolerated.
Firearms
For safety reasons, firearms, pellet guns, BB guns, bow and arrows, or slingshots of any
kind are not allowed at Camporee.
Fireworks
Absolutely NO fireworks are permitted.
Personal Pets
No personal pets are permitted at Camporee, except those used as guide animals for the
blind or other service animals for campers with disabilities.

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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SUMMARY of ACTIVITIES & EVENTS
Friday, May 1
5:00pm

Registration Opens - Troops start to arrive

10:00pm

Leader’s Meeting & Cracker Barrel to Follow

11:00pm

Lights Out/ Quiet time (late arrivals; set up as quietly after 10:00 pm)

Saturday, May 2
6:00am

Quiet time ends

8:30am

Opening Flag Ceremony

9:00am

Viking Warrior Challenges begin

9:00am

100th Anniversary Midway opens

12:00pm

Lunch –Each Troop Provides and Prepares and cleans up his Meal in their campsite.
Viking Warrior Challenges continues during lunch

4:30pm

100th Anniversary Midway closes, Patrols turn in scorecards for total scoring

5:00pm

Dinner –Each Troop Provides and Prepares and cleans up his Meal in their campsite.

8:00pm

Closing Campfire – OA Call Out

9:00pm

Cracker Barrel –

11:00pm

Lights Out/ Quiet time

Sunday, May 3
6:00am

Quiet time ends

9:00am

Scouts Own Service - 2015

10:00am

Break camp & Depart

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Registration Check-in Form
Unit / Ship / Troop / Crew
Male Troop or Female Troop (choose one for Scouts BSA ONLY)
Bring the following registration information to turn in when you arrive at the camporee.
Scouting Position
Name

For Troop / Crew / Ship#__________
Unit Primary POC

Alternate POC

Address
City State Zip
Cell Phone
E-Mail
Number of Scouts __________
Number of Scouters __________

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Campfire Skit Audition Form
Unit Leader Name: ______________________________________________________________
Patrol Name/Number: _______________________________________________________
Patrol Leader Name (Youth): ______________________________________________________
Audition time slot: ______________________________________________________________
Actors Names: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Skit title: ______________________________________________________________________
Skit length: ____________________________________________________________________
Skit synopsis __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
The rest of this form will be filled in at auditions (Leaders, please leave it blank).
Audition comments:

Selected for Campfire: ___ YES ___ NO (reason; _____________________________________)

Campfire Time Slot Assigned:
______________________________________________________________________________
Troop/Crew/Ship#_______

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Evaluation Form
(One per unit)
To be completed by Unit Leaders (youth and adult)
Form completed by: __________________________________
Scouting Position: ____________________________________
Please evaluate the following aspects of the Camporee and activities on a scale of 1 (very
dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied) by circling the number.
If you have no opinion or the question is not applicable, circle N/A.
Low to High
1. Pre-Camporee Information (Informative, Useful, Timely)?
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
2. Registration/Check-in (Easy, Timely, Helpful)?
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
3. Friday Evening Leaders Meeting (Informative)?
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
4. Camporee Activities (Challenging, Fun)?
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
5. Campfire
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
6. Camporee Location
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
7. Facilities
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
8. Overall Satisfaction with 2020 Spring Camporee?
1 2 3 4 5 N/A
9. What kind of program or events would your Unit find most useful and enjoyable at future
Camporees? Respond to this question and provide amplifying comments.

Thank you for coming!
Viking Warrior Challenge Camporee Staff

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Unit Campsite Inspection Report
Ship / Troop / Crew #_________
Camporee Staff will conduct a campsite inspection sometime on Saturday for each
unit. Ribbons will be awarded for all units that receive 75 or more points. Each
campsite will be judged to the following criteria:

CAMPOREE GUIDELINES/PURPOSE
1 Gateway, camp gadget or pioneering project completed?
2 Are scouts out doing activities?

30 Pts
(15 pts)
(15 pts)

CAMPERSHIP
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Is the unit flag displayed?
Is the American Flag properly displayed?
Does Unit have a First Aid kit visible and available for use?
Are tents pitched orderly, by patrol, and ready for rain?
Is personal gear clean and properly stored?
Is patrol/unit gear centrally located and properly secured when not in use?
Is the unit site neat and orderly and free from liter?
Are dining flies properly pitched?

55 Pts
(10 pts)
(10 pts)
(10 pts)
(5 pts)
(5 pts)
(5 pts)
(5 pts)
(5 pts)

COOKING AND DUTIES
11

15 Pts

Is cooking gear properly stored and cleaned when not in use and fire pit in proper
order?
(5 pts)

12 Are menus posted?
13 Are duty rosters posted

(5 pts)
(5 pts)

BONUS
14
15
16
17

Other Scoutcraft projects visible?
Is there a unit sign?
Campsite "Hospitality" Offered?
Total Points

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Campsite Checkout
Turn in at the Camporee Headquarters
To be completed by Unit Leader and signed by a Camporee Staff Member
Please complete this form and bring it along with your site markers to the checkout point at
Headquarters prior to leaving.

LEAVE NO TRACE
Unit Number __________ Site Number_______
1. Has all Unit and personal property been removed?
2. Has all trash and fire wood ash/burned wood been removed for disposal at home?
3. Has the campsite and surrounding area been cleared of all paper and other scraps?
4. If fires were permitted, are they completely out and all trace of them removed?
5. Does the campsite and surrounding area demonstrate the principles of LNT camping?
6. Has your camporee evaluation form been turned in?
We can answer yes to all of the above questions.
Unit Leaders Signature __________________________________________
Camporee Staff Approval __________________________________________

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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Environmental
Solar Event Times for Gallatin, TN

Morning astronomical twilight
Morning nautical twilight
Morning civil twilight
Sunrise and sunset
Evening civil twilight
Evening nautical twilight
Evening astronomical twilight

1 May 2020
Start End
04:51
05:34
06:13
06:45 08:57
09:28
10:07
10:50

2 May 2020
Start
End
04:49
05:33
06:12
06:44 08:58
09:30
10:09
10:52

3 May 2020
Start End
04:47
05:31
06:10
06:42 08:59
09:31
10:10
10:54

Average Temperature and Humidity
Average Temperature 70 (High)

44 (Low)

Moon Phases
01 May, 2020
02 May, 2020

First Quarter 15%
First Quarter 30%

Last Updated: December 31, 2019
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HQ
Archery
Whittlin Chip/Game

BB

Hike

PARKING
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